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Essentials of ManagementCengage Learning, 2011

	Focus on the fundamental principles and practices of effective management most important for success in business today with DuBrin's comprehensive, yet concise, ESSENTIALS OF MANAGEMENT, 9E. This brief edition offers a solid introduction for new managers or an in-depth review of core concepts and the latest research and applications for...
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Emerging Markets For DummiesFor Dummies, 2011

	We live in a big world. Most of the people who share space on this planet live in countries that are less developed than the United States or such other big industrialized nations as Australia, Canada, England, France, and Japan. Instead, they live in Brazil, China, India, Russia, or any of the other nations that are manufacturing goods,...
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Approximation and Online Algorithms: 8th International Workshop, WAOA 2010Springer, 2011

	Networked systems for transport, communication, and social interaction have contributed to all aspects of life by increasing economic and social efficiency. However, increased connectivity also gives intruders and attackers better opportunities to maliciously spread in the network, whether the spread is of disinformation, or of contamination...
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Magento 1.4 Themes DesignPackt Publishing, 2011

	Magento is a popular open source e-commerce project. While it comes with a number of 'default' themes to change the look and feel of your store, many people both new and old to Magento struggle with even the more basic aspects of customizing Magento themes. When you read this book you'll see how to change the basics of your...
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Advances in Cryptology -- CRYPTO 2011: 31st Annual Cryptology Conference, Santa BarbaraSpringer, 2011

	This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 31st Annual International Cryptology Conference, CRYPTO 2011, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA in August 2011. The 42 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 230 submissions. The volume also contains the abstract of one invited talk. The papers are organized...
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Microsoft SharePoint 2010 Enterprise Applications on Windows Phone 7Packt Publishing, 2011

	In 2009, Microsoft Chairman Bill Gates announced the company's leading web application platform for organizations, SharePoint, has exceeded 1 billion dollars in profits with over 100 million licenses sold. I was in the audience when he said that and couldn't help but reflect on how far SharePoint has come in less than a decade. In the...
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ActiveMQ in ActionManning Publications, 2011

	To this day, enterprise message queuing is a concept that is not well understood by
	most software developers. Commercial message-oriented middleware (MOM) did not
	help to encourage adoption of the process; most of the MOMs on the market were
	closed source, were costly to buy and support, and required trained system administrators
	for...
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Peer-to-Peer Computing: Applications, Architecture, Protocols, and ChallengesCRC Press, 2011


	Peer-to-peer computing, at least on a conceptual level, is a genuine paradigm

	shift—intelligence is at the edge, computing is completely decentralized, and

	the network is just there to knit the distributed intelligence together. Indeed,

	with advancements in hardware technology, proliferation of the open source

	development...
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Maya Studio Projects Texturing and Lighting (Wiley Desktop Editions)Sybex, 2011


	“Half of good lightingâ•‡ is good texturing, and half of good texturing

	is good lighting” is my favorite sage advice to new animators. It’s difficult to separate the

	two areas of computer animation. Texturing—the re-creation of specific surface qualities

	through the application of shaders,...
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ITIL Service Operation 2011 Edition (Best Management Practices)The Stationery Office, 2011

	The ITIL Editions 2011 has been updated for clarity, consistency, correctness and completeness. By focusing on delivery and control process activities, ITIL Service Operation describes how a highly desirable steady state of managing services can be achieved on a day-to-day basis. Key Features The updated ITIL publications share a similar...
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Data-Warehouse-Systeme kompakt: Aufbau, Architektur, Grundfunktionen (Xpert.press) (German Edition)Springer, 2011

	In dem Buch werden Data-Warehouse-Systeme als einheitliche, zentrale, vollständige, historisierte und analytische IT-Plattform untersucht und ihre Rolle für die Datenanalyse und für Entscheidungsfindungsprozesse dargestellt. Dabei behandelt der Autor die einzelnen Komponenten, die für den Aufbau, die Architektur und den...
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Model: The Ugly Business of Beautiful WomenIt Books, 2011

	The definitive story of the international modeling business—and its evil twin, legalized flesh peddling—Model is a tale of beautiful women empowered and subjugated; of vast sums of money; of sex and drugs, obsession and tragic death; and of the most unholy combination in commerce: stunning young women and rich, lascivious...
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